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What’s New for Dana

LOUSETTA CARLSON

Landree turns 6 on September 6.

Anthony and I led worship at a

Happy birthday, Landree!

men’s conference along with some

I spoke at Willis Music at a seminar for

other musician and vocalist friends

HAPPY BIRTHDAY!
ALEX QUINN
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OLIVIA RUSSELL

9.14

CODY BOST

9.17

MURPHY COOTS

9.19

Win It Games! Congratulations to all

CLAIRA DOMINICK

9.19

who qualified.

NAA ENYONAM OMANE-

piano teachers on August 11. I always

on August 20.

enjoy getting to share about my studio

Our annual pizza party for Practice

and students with other professionals.

Competition leaders on August 14

My friend and student Lousetta

was a blast! I love the Minute to

Carlson was there to help me and for
moral support. Thanks, Lousetta!
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LIYA PAUL

Andrea, Natalea, Evie

Megan

Will with his new
glove he bought with
his own money

Ryan in his soccer
uniform

9.21
9.27

This month’s feature
is about Evie’s
experience with the
Kentucky District Fine
Arts at Campbellsville
University and
National Fine Arts in
Orlando.
Fine Arts is a sacred
arts competition for
middle and high
school students who
Evie playing at
National Fine Arts
are interested in using
in Orlando, FL
their talents for
ministry. Hundreds of students compete at the
state level, and thousands at the national
level in many categories.

This was Evie’s first year participating, and she
received the Award of Merit at the state level
(highest score for the piano solo category)!
I’ll let her share in her own words.
When I performed, I had been practicing my
piece for about eight months. I was ready to
be done practicing it, but I knew in the end,
it was all going to go together, and sound
right.
And all the playing, practicing, and listening
to myself and other people playing it paid
off. I had finally reached my goal! I could
play it memorized, and without messing it

up! I felt like I could play it for anybody,
and do anything.
When they called my name to perform, I felt
frozen. I was so nervous. Then finally, I started
to walk up there slowly. I think my least
favorite part about performing is walking on
and off the stage. When you’re coming off
the stage, you don't know what people are
thinking. They could have hated it, they could
have loved it. (Personally, I like the love
more!)
At the awards ceremony when the announcer
said that Evie Carey won the Award of Merit, I
was so surprised! I knew I did good, but I
didn't think I did that good. Random people
came up to me and said they were proud of
me, and the song made them cry. I felt like I
was glowing (I probably was).
I was nervous to read the judges comments.
The highest score you can get is 40. The
highest score I got was 39. The lowest I got
was 36. I was surprised I even got a 39.
I'm pretty excited about starting a new piece
for next year. I hope I get as good at this
song as I did for my other one.
I still can't believe I made it to Nationals in my
first year! My judges’ scores at Nationals were
two 35s and a 36. I'm going to try and make it
to Nationals next year, too.

5 things I wish I knew when
learning piano by Jazer Lee
Jazer shared 7 things in his YouTube video,
which you can watch here.

Practice slower and more
mindfully. Slow down and focus on
the details. Try to make each note
sound crystal clear. Practice isn’t
for performing; practice is for
homing in on the details so when
it’s performance time, you do a
magnificent job!

Record yourself more. When you’re
practicing, about 80% of your brain is
allocated to playing the right notes
with the right dynamics and articulation. Only about 20% of your brain is
allocated to listening to yourself.
When you record yourself, you can
spend 100% of your brain’s energy
just listening to see where you need
more work.

Follow the recommended
fingerings to establish the same
fingering throughout your playing
so that you build the correct
muscle memory, which helps you
play the piece easier as you
continue practicing. Correct
fingering makes the whole playing
experience more effective.

Practice until you can’t get it
wrong, not just until you get it
right. If you played it 99 times
wrong and only right once, your
brain hasn’t yet learned to keep
playing it right. Keep it up until
you train your brain to keep
getting it right.

Learn more music theory. It makes
you better at sight-reading because
you see music through a different
lens. Rather than seeing the
individual notes, you’ll see them as
groups of information (C-E-G is C
chord, for example) which helps you
process the music so much faster
and more accurately.

New Way to Measure Student Progress

Pizza Party Fun!

Years ago I got the idea from Leila Viss, a

Leila, the teacher who developed the rating

In April students participated in our annual

mouth without touching it with their

fellow piano teacher, to start Lesson Notes as

system that I use has revamped it so that

Practice Competition. Everyone who

hands), Junk in the Trunk — this game is

a weekly assignment sheet and a rating

students can rate their own practice habits for

system that gives solid weekly feedback to

the week. It’s a way for students to get more

qualified was invited to a pizza party in
August.

hilarious! — (with a tissue box strapped
around the waist, players had to try to

students and parents.

involved with their own practice so they can

bounce out ping pong balls just by moving

Soon after introducing this system, parents

know if their practice at home is effectively

We enjoyed delicious pizza and cookies
followed by several fun games with prizes.

told me that they were eager to check for this

helping their progress.

Special thanks to Victor Sigüenza who

"solid feedback" of their pianist's progress

I love her idea and am introducing a new

each week. Some told me that the progress

Lesson Notes that helps students rate their

scores serve as leverage for the amount of

own practice along with my rating:

screen time allowed within the week.

5= SUPERCHARGED massive brain power applied

Assignments are generated according to what

to effective practice resulting in progress above

the student should be able to achieve

and beyond expectations

between lessons. Students must understand

4= NAILED IT hard stuff and the prescribed

the goals and expectations for each

practice strategies practiced and goals met

assignment for this system to be successful.

3= NOT BAD could have used more diligent

I include student input to make sure we are

practice strategies

setting goals as a team. For example, if the

2= INEFFECTIVE avoided hard parts

student will be out of town over the weekend,

1= JUST FOR FUN brain out to lunch

we scale back on expectations so the student

The pairing of teacher scores and student

doesn’t feel overwhelmed.

scores gives students a sense of ownership

With goals and written practice strategies,

that their progress ultimately belongs to them.

students are equipped for achieving levels of

And parents are informed and given a

mastery from week to week.

vocabulary to support practice at home.

In a recent podcast featuring Anita Collins, a

Students are encouraged to determine times

well-known TED talk speaker on topics related
to practice and neuroscience, she shared how
she makes her vast knowledge available to her
students to help them monitor and reflect on
their practice habits. She describes a scoring
system that equips her students with a way to

evaluate their own practice over the week.

when it’s best for tackling the hard parts and
choose “out to lunch” practice as a reward.
There’s nothing wrong with “out to lunch”
practice — isn’t that why we like playing the
piano? It gives our brain a chance to rest. Of
course, it’s important to remember that it will
take munch longer to benefit from practice if
you always leave your brain at the lunch table!

organized the Minute to Win It Games.
If you weren’t there, you missed a great
time. Games included Face the Cookie
(each person had a cookie placed on their

forehead and had to get it into their

around), and my favorite Elephant March
(players put panty hose on their head with
a tennis ball in the bottom of the legs and
knocked over cups by swinging their head
from side to side).
As evident from the pics below, everyone

had a blast!

